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can truly say that each visit gets better a bio-inspired artificial agent to complete a herding task ... models of robust human-human coordination can guide the design of adaptive and responsive human-robot
systems. here we test an artificial agent that embodies low-dimensional nonlinear dynamic equations derived
from human behavior while completing a two-agent herding task, where the goal is to contain reactive spheres
to the center of a target region. the model was able to complete the task ... print course | novice to expert
> ce556 - cls development - guide performance. the proficient nurse learns from experience what events
typically occur and how to the proficient nurse learns from experience what events typically occur and how to
modify plans in response to different events. putting students on the path to learning - aft - content and
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the design ... - visual analogy as a cognitive strategy in the design process: expert versus novice
performance hernan casakin this study investigated the use of analogy in architectural design.
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